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A GEOMETRIC CRITERION FOR

HYPERBOLICITY OF FLOWS

R. C. CHURCHILL, JOHN FRANKE AND JAMES SELGRADE

Abstract. A chain recurrent set for a flow on a compact manifold is

hyperbolic if and only if it is quasi-hyperbolic. This result gives an easy proof

that the geodesic flow on a compact manifold of negative curvature is

hyperbolic.

1. Introduction. When studying structurally stable dynamical systems, a

hypothesis of hyperbolicity, usually on the nonwandering set, is always

assumed. Unfortunately, in practical problems (i.e., specific differential equa-

tions) this assumption is quite difficult to verify, even when the nonwandering

set is only a periodic orbit [3]. In this paper, we present a simple geometric

hypothesis for verifying hyperbolicity when the invariant set in question

satisfies a weak recurrence condition known as chain recurrence. For diffeo-

morphisms a similar hypothesis has been studied by R. Mané [10] and for

vector bundle flows, by J. Selgrade [13] and also R. Sacker and G. Sell [12].

Consider a C -flow / on a compact C -manifold M. Let A C M be a closed

invariant set for/and let TA denote TM\A. A is said to be quasi-hyperbolic if

(i) the span E of the vector field of /|A is a subbundle of TA,

(ii) the flow on TA/E induced by the tangent flow has no nontrivial

bounded orbits.

Condition (i) guarantees that the fixed points in A are isolated. Condition

(ii) is easily seen to be equivalent to the following. Choose any Riemannian

metric on M and for e > 0 define A(e) = {v G TxM\infaBR\v - aX(x)\<C e),

where X is the vector field generating /. Then (ii) if and only if

(ii') there is an e > 0 such that A(e) contains no orbits other than those in E.

A is said to be hyperbolic if the tangent flow Tft leaves invariant a continuous

splitting TA = Es © E" © E where, for some real numbers c > 0 and 0 < X

< 1,
(i) if v E E" and t > 0 then \Tf_,(v)\ < cX\v\,

(ii) if v E Es and t > 0 then \Tft(v)\ < cX'\v\,

(iii) E is the span of the vector field of / |A.

Theorem. Iff\A is chain recurrent, then A is hyperbolic if and only if A is

quasi-hyperbolic.
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In combination with results of J. Franke and J. Selgrade [7], [8], the result

gives the existence of periodic orbits near A and, in certain instances,

transitive orbits within A. In fact, quasi-hyperbolicity of the maximal chain

recurrent subset of M is equivalent to Axiom A and the no cycle property.

As an application we will use this theorem to give an easy proof of a

theorem of P. Eberlein [6], in the compact case, which includes the hyperboli-

city of the geodesic flow on a compact Riemannian manifold of negative

curvature.

2. Background and notation. Let / be a flow on a compact metric space M.

If iV is a subset of M and J a subset of R then define N ■ J = f(N XJ). The

u-limit set of N is defined as

u(N) =  H  Cl (N ■ (t, oo)).
t>0

A subset A of M is an attractor for / if A has a closed neighborhood N such

that w(A/) — A.A repeller for/is an atractor for the backwards flow. For each

proper, nonempty attractor A there is a maximal nonempty repeller in M — A

which is called the repeller dual to A. An attractor and its dual repeller will be

referred to as an attractor-repeller pair.

Let (E, M, it) denote a vector bundle over M as defined in [2], where E is the

total space and tt is the projection onto M. By replacing each fiber of E with

the corresponding projective space, a fiber bundle (PE, M, Pit) is obtained (see

§2 in [13]) and is called the projective bundle associated with (E, M, m). The

projective bundle retains the linearity of the vector bundle and also is

compact. The pair (F,f) will denote a vector bundle flow on (E, M, tt), i.e., Ft is

linear on the fibers of E, f is a flow on M, and m ° F = ft ° it for all t E R.

Because of the linearity of Ft, it induces a flow on PE denoted by PF. For our

purposes E will be the tangent bundle of a differentiable manifold or a

quotient bundle of the tangent bundle, and F will be the tangent flow or one

induced by the tangent flow on an appropriate quotient bundle.

Given x, y E M and e, T > 0, an (e, T)-chain from x to v is a set

{xQ = x,xx,.. .,xk r= y, íq, ... ,tk-\) so that for 0 < / < k - 1 we have /,

> T and d(x¡ • t¿,x¡+x) < e. A point x is chain equivalent to v (written x ~ y)

if for any e, T > 0 there is a (e, T)-chain from x to v and one from v to x. The

chain recurrent set <3Hf) is {x G M\x ~ x}. <3\J(f) is a closed invariant set

containing the nonwandering set. For A C M we say/|A is chain recurrent if

A is a compact invariant set and 9l(/|A) = A. C. Conley [4] shows that/|^r\

is chain recurrent.

The next two theorems follow from results in [13]:

Theorem 2.1. Suppose (F,/) is a vector bundle flow on iE,M,ir) with

associated flow PF on PE. If f is chain recurrent on M, then each attractor-

repeller pair for PF corresponds to a continuous F-invariant splitting of E.
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Theorem 2.2. Let (F,f ) be a vector bundle flow on (E, M, tt) and f be chain

recurrent on M. If no nontrivial orbits of F are bounded, then E is the direct sum

of two invariant subbundles (one possibly empty), one contracting exponentially in

positive time and the other in negative time (see (i) and (ii) in the definition of

hyperbolic).

3. Main result. In this section M is a compact C'-manifold with a

Riemannian metric and/a c'-flow on M. (TM,M,ir) is the tangent bundle

with tangent flow (Tft,ft), and (PTM, M, Ptt) is the associated projective

bundle with flow PTft. Let P: TM -* PTM denote the natural identification

map. The Riemannian metric on M induces a topological metric on PTM

which, on each fiber, measures the sine of the angle between two lines (see §2

in [13]).
Let A denote a closed invariant subset of M and E denote the span of the

vector field of /|A. If E is a subbundle of TA = TM\A, then E1- denotes the

orthogonal complement of E in TA with respect to the Riemannian metric on

M. For v G TA, e(v) and e1 (v) denote the projections of v onto E and Ex,

respectively. Let a: TA -» TA/E denote the quotient map and [v]

E TA/E denote o(v) for each v E TA. There is a norm ||-|| on TA/E induced

by the Riemannian metric on M, i.e., ||[r]|| = kx(v)| for v G TA.

In this setting we state and prove our main result.

Theorem 3.1. Iff\A is chain recurrent, then A is hyperbolic if and only if A is

quasi-hyperbolic.

Proof. Clearly hyperbolicity implies quasi-hyperbolicity so we show the

opposite implication.

Condition (i) in the definition of quasi-hyperbolic implies that the fixed

points of A are isolated and condition (ii) implies that the tangent flow above

them has no nontrivial bounded orbits. Thus Theorem 2.2 gives that the fixed

points are hyperbolic. So without loss of generality assume A has no fixed

points.

Since the induced flow on TA/E has no nontrivial bounded orbits, apply

Theorem 2.2 to get a continuous invariant splitting of TA/E, TA/E = E+

© E~, where E+ is contracting exponentially in positive time and E~ in

negative time. Consider E+. There is a X G (0,1) and T > 0 such that for

each [i] G E+,

Wt(v))\\< tfllMH    for all ?>T.

Let Fs C TA denote o~x(E+). Then Fs is an invariant subbundle containing

E. The previous inequality asserts that for each v E Fs,

kX(W)| < XV(i;)|    for all t > T.

We need to find an invariant complement to E in Fs. (Notice E1 is not

necessarily invariant.) On such a complement another application of Theorem
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2.2 will give the exponential contraction of Tft. To obtain this complement we

pass to the projective bundle PTM and show that PE is an attractor in PFS.

The inverse image under P of its dual repeller will be the desired complement.

To show PE is an attractor, we will find a neighborhood N of PE in PFS so

that an arbitrarily small neighborhood of PE contains A/ • (/, oo) for large t,

and thus u(N ) = PE. Since the distance in PTM is determined by the sine of

the angle between lines, the neighborhood N will be shown to consist of lines

determined by vectors v G Fs such that the ratio |ex(f)|/|e(r)| is small and

such that the ratio ^(Tf^l/HTf^v)^ is small for large t.

Since the vector field of / is bounded and nonzero on A, there are positive

constants a > 1 and ß so that for all v E E and t E R,

(1) ¿8M < \Tftiv)\ < a\v\.

By compactness and the linearity of Tft, there are positive constants A and B

such that for all v G Fs and t E [T,2T],

(2) B\v\ < \Tft(v)\ < A\v\.

Fix t E [T,2T]. Because of exponential contraction in the direction normal

to E, for each positive integer n,

(3) \eHTfnl(v))\<X"'\eHv)\.

Bounding \e(Tfnl(v))\ below is more complicated because the component of v

normal to E may "turn" in the E direction to give a component in the E

direction that may reduce \e(Tft(e(v)))\. We show that under iteration the total

contribution in the E direction caused by the "turning" is finite and, thus, by

choosing \e(v)\ large initially, |e(7^f(t^))| can be bounded below.

Define wk recursively by

w0 = v,       wk = Tf^e-1 (wk_x))   fork = 1, ..., n.

Thus by using (2) and then (3)

K| < A\e^(wk_x)\ < AX\e±(wk_2)\ < ■•• < ¿A^VGO.-

So for k = 1, ..., n,

(4) KK^-'VWI-

Notice that for each poistive integer n,

<5> Tfje^iv)) = w„+ 2   Tfkl(e(%-k))-
k=\

Thus, using (1), (4) and (5),
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HTfnl(v))\ = \e(Tfnt(e(v))) + e(Tfnt(ex(v)))\

> HTfJe(v)))\-\e(Tfnt(eJ-(v)))\

> ßWv)\ - Kl -  2   \Tfkl(e(»n-k))\
k=\

(6) > ßM»)\ - AX{n-x)t\e^(v)\ - 2 a\wn_k\

> ß\e(v)\ -AX{"-x)t\eL(v)\ - a 2 ^"'V^l
k=\

> /3|e(i;)|-a^|ex(r)|  ¿ X**"0'
k=\

> ß\e(v)\~aA\eL(v)\(l-Xr'.

The neighborhood A of PE is chosen so that for all [v] E A, the ratio

le-'-O^I/leO/)! is small enough to guarantee that when \v\ = 1,

ß\e(v)\-aA\ex(v)\(l - XT)~l

is larger than some fixed positive number. From (3) and (6), for each

t E [T,2T],

\eL{Tfnt(v))\ s X"V(t;)l

WTfnt(v))\    " fl^i _ aA\eL(v)\(l - XT)~l '

Given e > 0 this ratio can be made smaller than e for all [v] G A by choosing

n large. Thus, for large n, N ■ (nT, oo) is contained within an e neighborhood

of PE and so «(A) is within an e neighborhood of PE. Since e is arbitary

w(A) = PE and so PE is an attractor in PFS. Let G be the repeller dual to

PE. Thus PE and G are an attractor-repeller pair for PTft in PFS. By Theorem

2.1, Es - P~l(G) is a 7/ invariant subbundle of Fs such that Es © £ = Fs.

Since the orbits of E+ C TA/£ are unbounded in negative time and Es is

invariant and bounded away from E, all orbits of Es are unbounded in

negative time. Thus Theorem 2.2 implies the Es contracts exponentially in

positive time.

The preceding argument applies to E~ c TA/E and the backwards flow

gives the existence of E" contracting exponentially in negative time. Clearly,

TA = Es © Eu © E and the proof is complete.

4. An example. As an application of the hyperbolicity theorem we will give

a quick proof of the following theorem of P. Eberlein [6]. Let M be a compact

Riemannian manifold, S M the unit sphere bundle, and / the geodesic flow on

SM.

Theorem 4.1. S M is hyperbolic if and only if there exists no nonzero orthogonal
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Jacobi field J along a unit speed geodesic of M such that \J(t)\ is bounded for all t.

If M has negative curvature, then verifying the unboundedness of orthogo-

nal Jacobi fields is done exactly as is the proof of the nonexistence of

conjugate points (e.g., see [11, p. 100]). The possibility of applying Theorem

2.2 to give a new proof of the hyperbolicity of these geodesic flows was first

pointed out to us by C. Chicone.

Eberlein does not assume the compactness of M, but does assume the

nonexistence of conjugate points and completeness. However, as pointed out

by Eberlein, Klingenberg has shown that if a geodesic flow is hyperbolic, then

there can be no conjugate points [9].

To prove the theorem we need the following standard facts concerning

Jacobi fields and orbits of the induced flow Tf on TSM. We let w, : SM

-» M and ir2 : TSM -» S M be the usual bundle projections.

(i) Given a geodesic x = x(t) on M, every Jacobi field J along x can be

written uniquely as

(1) J = J1 + ax + btx,

where J1 is an orthogonal Jacobi field and a, b are constants.

(ii) There is a one-one correspondence between orbits z(t) of Tf and those

Jacobi fields along the geodesic x(t) = Ttx(tr2(z(t))) with |x| =■ 1 and b = 0 in

(O-
(iii) The Riemannian metric on M can be lifted to one on SM in such a way

that:

(a) E1 is //-invariant; and

(b) if z(t) E ¿r1, then the corresponding (via (ii)) Jacobi field Jz is

orthogonal, and

(2) \z(t)\ - |/z(0|,        t E R.

Proofs of (i)-(iii) can be found, for example, in [1, §22], or [6, pp. 440-441].

The geodesic flow on TM is conjugate, via the Legendre transformation, to

a Hamiltonian flow on T* M. It follows by Liouville's theorem that there is a

volume preserved on energy surfaces, hence the flow is nonwandering, and

thus chain recurrent, on SM. Eberlein's result, as we have stated it, is then

immediate from (2), the unboundedness assumption on orthogonal Jacobi

fields, and Theorem 3.1.

In the case of a geodesic flow the bundles Es and E" both have the same

dimension, necessarily « — 1 if dim M = n. In fact equality of dimensions

will always be the case when the flow can be regarded as Hamiltonian. To see

this let £s, Ê", £ denote the bundles over S*M corresponding to Es, E", E

via the Legendre transformation, and let w denote the canonical two-form on

T* M. Then w is preserved by the flow and bounded on the unit disk bundle.

The growth and decay in E", Es and the boundedness of the vector field of/

imply that w vanishes on £s 8 £, £" © £. But then £s 8 £, £u ® £ intersect
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fibres in isotropic subspaces, which can have dimension at most n (see any

reference on Lagrangian subspaces, e.g., Chapter 2 of [5]). Since dim Ës © Ë"

= 2n - 2 and dim Ë = 1, this forces dim Ës = dim Ë" = dim Es = dim E"

= n - 1.
J. Franke and J. Selgrade have shown that hyperbolicity and chain

recurrence on the entire manifold imply the existence of transitive orbits and

the denseness of periodic orbits [7], [8]. Thus we obtain new proofs of these

properties of geodesic flows which satisfy Eberlein's hypotheses.
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